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Chairman Smith and distinguished members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify 

before you today in support of S.B. 559, which will allow search warrants in impaired driving cases 

where an offender has refused a chemical test and/or evidence supports suspicion of drug-impaired 

driving.  

Responsibility.org is a national not-for-profit that leads the fight to eliminate impaired driving and 
underage drinking and is funded by the following distillers: Bacardi U.S.A., Inc.; Beam Suntory; Brown-
Forman; DIAGEO; Edrington; Mast-Jägermeister US Inc.; Moët Hennessy USA; Ole Smoky LLC; and 
Pernod Ricard USA.  

 
We strongly support S.B. 559 to allow a chemical test for driving under the influence (DUI) offenders 

with a valid search warrant. This is critically important as states bordering Maryland have legalized 

cannabis and as Maryland considers cannabis legalization. The search warrant is only sought after an 

officer has observed dangerous driving, has pulled the driver over and determined the driver’s 

impairment likely involves alcohol and/or drugs, a standardized field sobriety test has been conducted, 

and a blood alcohol concentration test has been administered or refused. Only then will law 

enforcement seek additional chemical evidence via a search warrant in order to obtain a blood alcohol 

concentration level and/or levels of drugs in a suspect’s body.   

DUI is the only crime where the investigation stops after minimal evidence is obtained due to standard 

operating procedure. If a law enforcement officer observes impairment and detects a blood alcohol 

concentration (BAC) above the legal limit, the investigation typically ends. 

As more drivers are tested for drugs, it has become apparent that many alcohol-impaired drivers are 

actually multiple substance impaired drivers who avoid detection (Grondel, 2018 and Bui & Reed, 2019).  

Search warrants are often needed to secure additional evidence of alcohol and/or drug-impaired 

driving. If drug use is not identified, it cannot be monitored or treated and multiple substance impaired 

driving, which poses a much higher crash risk, remains significantly underreported. Every impaired 

driving investigation – whether it involves alcohol, drugs, or both – is a race against the clock. 

When DUI cases involve drugs, time delays are significant, and the most compelling evidence (i.e., drug 

levels in the blood) dissipates quickly. In most states, blood tests confirm drug presence in a DUI 

suspect’s system. 

However, due to delays in obtaining blood draws, test results often do not reflect drug concentration 

levels at the time of driving on account of rapid metabolization. When a suspect refuses to voluntarily 

submit to a breath test or a blood draw, a warrant must be obtained. Additionally, in most jurisdictions, 

a certified healthcare professional must perform the blood draw in a medical facility. This process can 

add up to two additional hours, possibly more in rural areas. To guard against the loss of evidence, 



officers must efficiently collect blood or other chemical samples that are then analyzed to confirm drug 

presence in DUI cases.  

Electronic warrant systems (e-warrants) help officers quickly obtain a search warrant for blood to 

accurately determine BAC or toxicology results and streamline the arrest process. Other benefits of e-

warrants include reduced workloads, fewer errors, stronger DUI cases, speedier case resolutions, fewer 

burdens on the system, reduced refusal rates, and public deterrence. Minnesota’s e-Charging platform 

reduced error rates from 30% to nearly zero and practitioners report increased ease in obtaining 

warrants. With an e-warrant system, submissions can be prepared in under 10 minutes and the review, 

approval, and return process can be completed in 15-20 minutes. Implementation recommendations 

and examples of robust systems can be found in our Guide to Implementing Electronic Warrants. 

Delaware has had an electronic warrant system in place for many years and offers a model that 

Maryland can consider.  

Responsibility.org supports increased rates of drug testing in impaired driving cases, including measures 

to improve and enhance roadside identification of impaired drivers through standardized field sobriety 

test (SFST) training, Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE), the Drug Evaluation and 

Classification (DEC) program, and oral fluid drug screening. However, the ability to seek a search warrant 

to test for drugs (and in refusal cases alcohol as well), is one of the most important steps in building a 

foundation to combat drug-impaired and multiple substance impaired driving. On behalf of 

Responsibility.org, I urge your passage of S.B. 559. It will help save lives and sets Maryland up to 

successfully address the evolving impaired driving problem.  

Thank you.   
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DRUNK & DRUGGED DRIVING- TESTING- WARRANTS 
 

I write in support SB 559  because it clarifies existing law to permit Courts to issue 

search warrants for the blood of suspected drunk or drugged drivers. The Fourth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution and case law from the U.S. Supreme 

Court spell out that search warrants are the preferred method of obtaining evidence.  

Consent is one of the  widely accepted alternatives to the preference for search 

warrants.  Transportation Article §16-205.1  and Courts Article § 10-309 cover the 

implied consent law for obtaining and admitting the chemical test evidence in drunk  

and drugged driving cases.  Even though consent is a permissible alternative to a 

search warrant, it should not be a limitation on law enforcement that prohibits law 

enforcement from obtaining a search warrant from a neutral judge in drunk or 

drugged driving cases. The Attorney General’s Office issued a confidential opinion 

on the matter that is consistent with this legislation but suggested this legislation to 

clarify the law.  This bill would clarify and put to rest any confusion about whether 

the existing implied consent law limits the ability of law enforcement to obtain a 

search warrant from a Judge to get evidence from a suspected drunk or drugged 

driver. 

The Carroll County State’s Attorney’s Office joins the Maryland State’s Attorneys’ 

Association in requesting that this committee give SB 559 a favorable review.  
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Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members of the Committee, thank you for allowing me the 

opportunity to submit written testimony in support of Senate Bill 559 giving law enforcement the 

option to obtain search warrants suspected DWI offenders who refuse a chemical test. MADD 

thanks you, Senator Ready, for your sponsorship for this bill.  

 

MADD supports SB 559 because suspected drunk and drugged drivers should not be allowed to 

refuse a chemical test.  Conservative estimates show impaired drivers have driven drunk at least 

80 times before they are first arrested. SB 559 will help enforce Maryland’s impaired driving law 

while also holding impaired drivers accountable for the potentially deadly choice to drive drunk. 

 

Maryland’s fight against impaired driving is not over.  According to the National Highway 

Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA) in 2019, there were 167 people killed in crashes 

caused by a drunk driving representing 32 percent of all total traffic deaths.  MADD supports SB 

559 as this measure gives law enforcement and prosecutors the necessary tools to hold suspected 

impaired drivers accountable for their careless choice. The legislation ensures safer streets while 

protecting Constitutional Rights of all people of Maryland.  
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Refusals to submit a chemical test is a problem in the United States.  The chart above is from an 

enclosed 2009 report to Congress entitled “Refusal of Intoxication Testing” which shows that 

typically one out of every five arrested drunk drivers will refuse a chemical test.  Compared to 

other states, more than one of every three people arrested for suspected impaired driving, refuse 

to submit to a test.  This is above the national average. Maryland has a refusal problem as noted 

in the cart below.  

 

       Maryland DWI Arrests and Refusals  

 

7.8% 
13.8% 14.2% 13.3% 13.2% 14.6% 
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Without a legislative remedy, law enforcement and prosecutors remain at an extreme 

disadvantage in their ability to keep Maryland roadways safe. The refusal rates will continue 

climb in Maryland unless if lawmakers take action. 

 

In conclusion, MADD encourages this committee to advance SB 559 and give law enforcement 

and prosecutors the full ability to request search warrants in order to hold suspected impaired 

drivers accountable for risking the lives of Maryland residents by making the choice to drive 

drunk.  Thank you for the opportunity to submit written testimony before this distinguished 

committee.   


